Summary. We investigate the asymptotic behaviour of first passage times of diffusions or birth-death processes. Necessary and sufficient conditions in terms of moments and the speed and scale functions are given for convergence of the first passage times to a normal or an exponentiäl distribution.
The possible limits of rf;, !+@, in distribution are convolutions of normal and exponential distributions. The important observation is that the exponential and the normal distribution are extremal elements of this class of distributions: We always have O<Eo(rf)'<2. The normal distribution is the only one with vanishing third moment, and for the exponential distribution with variance 1 the third moment is 2. It turns out: Necessary and sufficient for convergence of zf to a normal law is that the third moment of rf converges to zero as ./+oo. Necessary and suflicient for convergence of rf to an exponential distribution is that the third moment of rf converges to 2. We like to point out that from a technical point it is essential that the diffusion starts in a reflecting boundary point, but the results on the asymptotic distribution of rf also hold under different assumptions. At the beginning of Sect. 4 we explain this in the transient case, where Xr-oo with probability 1, as t--roo.
These results are stated in Sect. 3. They are consequences of a more general theorem, given in Sect. 2. There we consider an array of independent exponential distributed random variables and investigate the distribution of the sums. They are again correctly normalized by expectation and variance. Theorem 2.5 gives a series of sufficient and necessary conditions for convergence to a normal law. These include simple moment conditions and also that of asymptotical neglectibility, which is already sufficient (and of course necessary).
Coming back to diffusions, we only have to consider third moments. These are determined by the speed and scale function, which are in turn determined by the first and second moment of r, y€lR. Basically (see Sect. 4 for more details) rf, converges to a normal, if Varory-oo and (Varsrr)rt2(Eorr)-1 converges to zero and rf converges to an exponential, if (Vare ry)rl21Eor)-1 converges to 1. Two classes of examples conclude the last section.
We did not try to extend our results to the most general processes, i.e. processes on IR with the nearest neighbour property. One main tool is the approximation of (X,) by a sequence of birth and death processes, which is due to Stone (1963) for diffusions. To our knowledge the possible limits of birth and death processes are not known. For this reason we prefer to stay with (quasi) diffusions having right continuous speed function and continuous scale function.
Arrays of Exponential Distributions
A random variable X has an exponential distribution with parameter ).>0, if Pr(Xät):
e-ttt for f >0. We will also allow )"<0. The case ).:0 corresponds to X:0 and 1<0 to -X has an exponential law with parameter -)".
Throughout this paper X[, neN, keZ denote random variables possessing exponential distributions with parameter ,t[elR. For fixed neN the random variables Xf;, keZ, are independent. The first task is to find the correct normalization of S, : LXl, i.e. suitable a,, bnelR, en)O, such that keZ ('*-S'-bn vnan converges vaguely. The proper normalization (neglecting trivial modifications of an and b,) results when a?:YarSn and b,:ESn. This is a consequence of the following proposition.
Denote by L(X) the distribution of a random variable X.
Proposition 2.1. Let L(Sf) conuerge uaguely as n-+ n. Then either L(Sf) conuerges to the zero measure or Sf; conuerges in distribution. In the second case all moments of SI haue a finite limit, namely the corresponding moment of the limit law.
Proof. By choosing a subsequence, we may assume that both ESf :Llf,lo"-b,la,, Theorem 2.2. Let ü,ft):üQ;y,,0d)) belong to E(E+). Necessary and sfficient for the pointwise conuergence of ,t",Al to sime ,hirorturrstrc junition g(t) is the conuergence pr,--+ h, for all kez and suitabre poeR.. In this Lase " f ft): {r (t; y, (pk)) with y :1 -L1t)t.
Note.In general y,fy.
Proof' First assume pi-lh, for all keZ. without loss assume that y,, converges to some number p20. Let N:N, be a sequence of natural ,ru-L.rr, golrg to infinity
If N,+oo slowly enough Ü,rQ)-;-e-pt2/2 ll e-itpu(l-t t p)-r. tr.t>N 1 lftl'^Nl-lPi,l-I-Pk I+Pk n Thus Ü " rQ) --exp ( -* I 2(r -p -Lfu)')) : exp ( -t' 12 (v -p) ), and one direction of the statement foffo*rlFor the other one note that r!(t; T, F*), felR, uniquely determines,up and y; -if 1t1,are exactly the poles of its complex continuation, counted with their multiplicities. Thus, if ,n[ does not converge for some keZ, by a diagonalization argument we can find two pointwise convergent subsequences of r!"(t) with different limits. n As a consequence of the theorem we note the well-known fact that E and E* are closed under convergence in distribution (cf. Karlin 1968, p. 340) . In probabilistic language: Corollary 2.3. Let the distribution of Str conuerge to some probability law F. Then F is the conuolution of a normal and exponential distributions. If 5n20, then F is the conuolution of a normal and exponential distributions with non-negatiue parameters.
To apply Theorem 2.2 to Sf , it is in general necessary to know the Lft. However, in the most important situations it is sufficient to know the asymptotic behaviour of the third and fourth moment of Sf . for all e > 0. In fact this condition is also necessarv.
Theorem 2.5. The following is equiualent: (ii) + (iii) sup llila"l'=T llila"l'=ryp llila"(-'l1ti1a"1'
: ryp lTila,l'-' . Proof. Without loss a,,:1. Then from Theorem 2.5 /n^t S": 1 : Le.tr)t < sup ll|l}ti:o(ES,). n Next we consider the case of ul ,"oon.i,ru, ri-i,.
Theorem 2.9. The following is equiualent: (i) L(Sf) conuerges to an exponential limit (centered at expectation), (ii) sup I lila,l--;' r, Feller (1959) or Mandl (196g) for a detailed version.) Further the boundaries * m are assumed to be natural. i.e.
i ltme) dp(y): _i !o*r, dp(y): "" By this condition the process X, has infinite lifetime and never reaches the boundary. m is called the speed function, p the scale function. On the other hand every m and p as above, including the boundary conditions, provide by 4:exptD^D;, r)0 a strongly continuous semigroup and hence a diffusion.
In the sequel we shall consider diffusions on IR+, having a reflecting boundary zero. A formal way to introduce them avoiding any boundary terÄinology i; the following. Let X,be a diffusion on IR with speed function m, scale function p. Assume p(x): -p(-x), m(x): -m(-x) for every continuity point xelR and additionally 0:r"\*t*l:m(0).
Then lX,lis a diffusion on IRi utn u reflecting boundary 0 and speed, scale measure m, p restricted to R+. A birth and death process (BAD) is a strong Markov process with a discrete (countable) state space SclR, for which only jumps to the next neighbours are allowed, i.e. s is ordered ...x-r (xo(Xr <... then (starting in x,)
Pr",({v t xr}xn+r f 0<s< t x,:xn* t}n {vr Xrlxn-, I 0<s< t x,:x,-r}):
1.
We shall deal only with regular BAD processes. The right boundary will always be oo (i.e. supS:oo), the left boundary either 0 or -co. Feller (1959) showed that we may describe such processes by u speed and scale function m, p plus some boundary conditions analogous to the above for diffusions, whictr pioviOe an infinite lifetime of the process. An important construction is due to Stone (1963) (see also Dorea and Rosenkrantz (1980) Proposition 3.1. Let (X), t?eN, be a sequence of dffisions or BAD processes, (Xr) a dffision such that for euery T>0 the Skorohod-distance Dr(Xi, X)----+0 in probability. Let (X) start in xe(a,b). Then for all {o,b} up to countably many the corresponding passage times rtLs,6.) conuerge in distribution to r6.u) as n-+@.
Proof. Choose c, b such that 0 3r6_e,b+e)-r(a+e,b_e)+0 in probability, as e-0. Fix T>0, s)0 so small that xe(a*e,b-e). If n is large enough, Dr(Xi,X)<e with probability of at least I-e. On the event {Dr(Xi, Xr)<t} T 1o + u,b -ry x T-t, 3 t'l.o,nyA TS r @ -e,b + e) n T+ e. a nb denotes the minimum of a and b. Letting n--+e and then rr0, in distribution for all T>o r(o,61AT-+16,61AT, which is enough to proof our claim. n Proposition3.2. Let Xrbe a BAD process on N:{0, 1,2,...}, Xo=O. Then the distribution of rn is a conuolution of n exponentiuls.
Proof. This is well-know& e.B. Karlin and McGregor (1959) or Keilson (197I) . A quick proof goes as follows : Let ).1,, pq,20 be the transition rates, k ) 0, i.e. Further Es(e-t"^) E^(e-t"-1 : Eo(e-t""), thus denoting Q^e ü: UEo(t-tt^), ws get Q^(t)( ^* F*-t): p*Q^-tft)+ )"^Q^*,(t), m2.0, Qo=I, Q-r=0.Now the restriction m<n is no longer required. It is obvious by induction on m that Q^G) is a polynomial of degree m. Also by induction Q^(t) has n real roots and between two successive roots of Q"Q) there is one root of Q^-r(r). Obviously by the above probabilistic interpretation all roots have to be positive. n Theorem 3.3. Let X, be a dffision on R*, 0 reflectiue, Xo=0. Then ry, y>0, is in distribution the conuolution of exponentials. The exponential parameters are all positiue.
Proof. Approximate the diffusion by a sequence of BAD processes in the Skorohod topology and apply Theorem 2.2 and Propositions 3.1, 3.2. n From Corollary 2.6 and 2.10 we get for 4:b!, ' l/Yat r, Theorem 3.4. Under the assumption of Theorem 3.3: (i) r! is asymptotically normal, tff Eo(zf)3-n--0.
(ii) rf is asymptotically exponential, tff Es(rf)3 ---+2.
Further from Proposition 2.4
Corollary 3.5. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.3
Varo rr3(Esry)2, 0<E(rf)3 <2.
Similar inequalities hold for higher moments.
For an analytic approach to Theorem 3.3 and additional information compare, Kac and Krein (1968) and Kent (1980) . Kent shows that under more general assumptions concerning the boundary behaviour and starting point in distribution ": frno*u'
where Xo are independent, exponentially distributed random variables and q1, are independent, O-l-valued, and also independent from Xo. For our purposes this representation with randomized exponentials is of little use. An analogue to Proposition 2.1 is no longer true, also Theorem 2.2 has no counterpart. The set of weak limits, obtained from convolutions of randomized exponentials, the so-called Bondesson class of distributions is much vaster (cf. Kent (1980) and the literature cited therein). For the Bessel process Kent (1980) has calculated the exponential parameters. We do this for the Brownian motion with drift.
Example. Let Wr, t > 0, be a standard Wiener process, b elR.
We study Xr:l\+b r.sign lI{1. Consider the Laplace transform e,t(l): Eoexp(-lru).
It is well-known that E,r(/'), 0< x3b, solves uniquely the differential equation Let X, be a diffusion. We study the asymptotic behaviour of tn, &s /+oo. We shall continue to assume that 0 is a reflecting boundary, but one should note that other situations may be reduced to this case. For example let us consider the case that X, is a diffusion on the whole real line and Xr-@, as t--->e, with probability 1. The asymptotic behaviour of r, does not change, if we start from a state x>0 instead from 0, since both hitting times differ only by the 389 -'"(r *?r"*(t-lJ' amount 2,. Furthermore 0 will be reached with arbitrarily small probability, if x is large enough. Therefore the asymptotic behaviour of r, is not affected, if we make 0 into a reflecting boundary. The reader will have no difficulty to make this argument firm. Of course the change in Ery or Yarr, might not be neglectible, so one has to take care and use the correct normalization. Thus in the sequel let 0 be a reflecting and oo a natural boundary. Further we assume that X, has a smooth infinitesimal operator of the form The following proposition enables us to calculate moments.
Proposition 4.1. It holds I dm(u) dp('), o Varo tn: ! [ ZalullOuEoru)t dm(u) dp(t), yz Eo(rn-Eory)3: I f 6 a(u)(D"Esr")(D,Varo q)dm(u)dp(z). One could also have applied Proposition 4.3 in the last proof. Our result is better than for example Theorem 11 in Mandl (1968) , p. t29. There roughly 0<c <b(x)Sxrtt -' is needed. Here we essentially require x-t(b(*)<xtlt.
(A similar result can be found in Keller et al. (1984) , but here we need much less regularity.) Our result is close to the best possible. The condition ftr-,:-cannot be relaxed, since it ensures Yarrr+oo as.I+oo. The transi.rrfornrteinUhlenbeck process (X,) (with reflection at 0) may serve as an example. Here L:* D,** x D,.
It is well-known that X, has the representation X t: et lW (l -e-'\1, where (VYr) is a Wiener process. Since e-'Xr-1W(l)1, it is fairly obvious that for the corresponding hitting times Pr(2,-log x < r)+Pr(l W(l)l S e-').
Also the condition b' :o(b2) is close to being the optimum. This follows from Claim. Assume b(x)<c x-| for some c > 0. Then rf does not conuerge to a normal distribution.
Proof. We start from the estimate, valid for y22, Combining the estimates we get Varo r 12 2-z c -z (E s r, -E o r n1 z)'
